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Lessons from climate policy efforts around 
the world



Agenda
• A price on carbon: “the” solution(?)

• How well are carbon prices performing so far?

• But Why?

• Where do we go from here?



Carbon pricing: economists love it



Scientists endorse it



… as do oil companies



It’s now a gauge of climate policy 
commitment



The three realms of climate policy 
& role of carbon pricing

Source: Michael Grubb, “Planetary 
Economics”, McKinsey 

“Internalize 
externality”, 
e.g. carbon pricing

Innovation 
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Carbon pricing around the world

• Bullet one

• Bullet two

• Bullet three

• Bullet four

• Bullet five

Source: World Bank, State and Trends of 
Carbon Pricing 2016



Coverage remains limited…

EU cap-and-trade

China 
national cap-
and-trade

Source: World Bank, State and 
Trends of Carbon Pricing 2016



…and CO2 prices levels are low

• Bullet one

• Bullet two

• Bullet three

• Bullet four

• Bullet five

Source: World Bank, State and 
Trends of Carbon Pricing 2016, 
EPA, IPCC, Tol 2011
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“Politics is the art of the possible” 
Otto Von Bismarck



Europe’s carbon market reform 
discussions



Carbon pricing a defining 
political issue in Australia



The Hillary Campaign

“We have done extensive polling on a 
carbon tax. It all sucks.” – John Podesta 
according to emails leaked by Wikileaks



Polls on climate policies

Source: Vox, Yale Project on 
Climate Change Communication



Mexico’s gas crisis, January 2017

Source: NBC News, the Guardian



Economists’ perspectives vs 
Politicians’

Benefits 
relatively 
concentrated;
costs relatively 
diffuse

Benefits
relatively 
diffuse; 
costs relatively 
concentrated

Costs visibleCosts invisible

Coal bans Internalizing externalities
e.g. carbon prices,
removing fossil subsidies

Carbon prices with 
revenues spent on 
certain beneficiaries

Subsidies
Renewable feed-in-
tariffs

Good economics

Good for politics
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"One of the penalties for refusing 
to participate in politics is that you 
end up being governed by your 
inferiors." Plato



Paris Agreement Kigali Agreement

ICAO deal on 
aviation 
emissions



Takeaways for climate policy
• “Second-best” is not worse (devote attention to ”green 

industrial policy”, subsidies, renewable standards, power 
sector regulations)

• Carbon pricing is a journey “the strong and slow boring 
of hard boards” (Max Weber)

• Be open to concessions at first (carbon pricing will be 
weak initially) – do not make the perfect the enemy of the 
good



Thank you for your attention!

Get in touch:

Twitter: @Edimantchev
Email: emild@mit.edu


